SHALOM-Jerry Herman

3/4  123  12 (without intro)

Intro: Cm   G+   Cm7   Cm6

Sha-lom, Sha-lom you’ll find Sha-lom the nicest greeting you know

Dm7   G7   Dm7-5  G7   Dm7   G7   CMA7   C6

It means bon-jour, sa-lud and skoal and twice as much as hel-lo

F   FMA7   F6   FMA7   F   Fdim

It means a million lovely things like Peace  Be Yours, Welcome Home

Cm   G+   Cm7   Cm6   Dm7   G7   CMA7   C6

And even when you say good-bye you say good-bye with Sha-lom

Cm   Dm7   G7

It's a very useful word, it can get you through the day

E7   Am

All you really need to know,

G   D7b9   G   D7b9   G   GMA7

You can hardly go wrong, this is your home, as long as you say
Shalom

the nicest greeting I know

means twice as much as hel-lo

It means a million lovely things like Peace Be Yours, Welcome Home

And even when you say "good-bye," if your voice says, "I don't want to go" in it

Say "good-bye" with a little "hel-lo" in it, and say good-bye with Sha-lom
**SHALOM** - Jerry Herman

3/4  123 12 (without intro)

**Intro:**  | Cm | G+ | Cm7 | Cm6 | (X2)

Cm          G+            Cm7       Cm6        Cm                          Dm7   G7

Sha-lom, Sha-lom you’ll find Sha-lom the nicest greeting you know

Dm7            G7    Dm7b5        G7            Dm7      G7            CMA7  C6

It means bon-jour, sa-lud and skoal and twice as much as hel-lo

F          FMA7   F6      FMA7         F             F#dim                    G6    C6

It means a million lovely things like Peace Be Yours, Welcome Home

Cm G+  Cm7  Cm6  Dm7  G7  CMA7  C6

And even when you say good-bye you say good-bye with Sha-lom

Cm          Dm7    G7      CMA7  C6

It's a very useful word, it can get you through the day

E7                                        Am

All you really need to know,

G      D7b9   G      D7b9   G  GMA7  G7

You can hardly go wrong, this is your home, as long as you say

Cm  G+  Cm7  Cm6  Cm  Dm7  G7

Sha-lom.............. the nicest greeting I know

Dm7  G7  Dm7b5  G7  Dm7  G7  CMA7  C6

Sha-lom.............. means twice as much as hel-lo

F          FMA7   F6      FMA7         F             F#dim                    G6    C6

It means a million lovely things like Peace Be Yours, Welcome Home

Cm G+  Cm7  Cm6  Fm  Bb7  Eb  Cm

And even when you say "good-bye," if your voice says, "I don't want to go" in it

Fm                Bb7     EbMA7  C7b9  Fm7  Bb7   Eb  E  Eb

Say "good-bye" with a little "hel-lo" in it, and say good-bye with Sha-lom

Fm  Bb7  EbMA7  C7b9  Fm7  Bb7  Eb  E  Eb